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PipelineDeals Reduces Support Tickets by 51% and Live 

Chats by 87% 

 PipelineDeals is the first sales productivity platform to combine 

sales engagement and CRM in one easy-to-use SaaS application. 

PipelineDeals has grown rapidly by word-of-mouth based on its 

reputation for providing great service and customer experience. In 

keeping with this winning reputation, PipelineDeals wanted a better 

way to expose their customer service and support content to their 

customers. A primary goal was to increase valuable conversations 

with their customers while enabling customers with quick, simple 

questions to self-serve, improving customer satisfaction by making 

it easy for customers to get the answers they need. 

Prior to adopting AnswerDash, PipelineDeals was using standard 

assisted service tools like Zendesk’s ticketing tool and Olark’s live chat tool. As assisted service tools—not self-service 

tools like AnswerDash—both required significant resources for staffing and responding to customer inquiries. 

Furthermore, servicing one customer’s inquiry did nothing to help future customers with the same question. Also, 

PipelineDeal’s existing knowledge base content was going generally undiscovered, and PipelineDeals wanted a way to 

bring more of that content to the fore.  

“Just three weeks after 

launching AnswerDash, we 

saw a 51% reduction in 

repetitive customer support 

tickets and an 87% 

decrease in live chats.” 
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Customer Success 

PipelineDeals’ main interest in exploring AnswerDash was to enable their customers to self-serve the common, repetitive 

questions that swamped their ticketing and live chat channels, and to surface existing knowledge in a way that their 

customers could benefit from. Of particular interest was AnswerDash’s integration with both Zendesk’s ticketing tool and 

Olark’s live chat tool. New questions asked via AnswerDash could be routed to Zendesk, and new answers published in 

AnswerDash could head off such questions from becoming tickets in the future. Olark live chat could be put “behind” 

AnswerDash so that live chat only needed to handle questions not already published in AnswerDash, thereby freeing 

PipelineDeals’ live chat agents for more personalized, high-value conversations. 

Impact on Support Tickets 

AnswerDash took PipelineDeals ten days to adopt start-to-finish. PipelineDeals published an initial set of about forty Q&A 

with the AnswerDash platform. These Q&A were short, Twitter-sized pieces of content written by PipelineDeals’ content 

managers who also write content for their knowledge base.  

Within a few weeks of adopting AnswerDash, PipelineDeals’ support ticket volume dropped dramatically—to half of what 

it was prior to adopting AnswerDash. “We have seen a 51 percent reduction in repetitive customer support tickets just 

three weeks after launching AnswerDash,” said Martin Sachs, VP of Operations at PipelineDeals. “Based on this result, it’s 

evident that AnswerDash is a game changer in online customer support.” 

Impact on Live Chat 

The benefit of AnswerDash to PipelineDeals was not confined to support ticket reduction. Its live chat volume also 

dropped dramatically, reducing costs and enabling live chat agents to spend more time with customers needing 

personalized assistance. “We’ve seen our live chat customer tickets decrease 87%,” said Sachs. “At first we thought 

something must be wrong because the drop was so precipitous, but then we realized that AnswerDash was siphoning off 

the repetitive, low-value chats while allowing high-value chat conversations to still come through. This is exactly what we 

were hoping for.” 

Surfacing Valuable Content 

AnswerDash also helps PipelineDeals to bring valuable questions to the fore. For example, one morning, PipelineDeals 

noticed an onslaught of questions coming into support about a specific topic, and decided to “pin” the relevant Q&A to 

the top of AnswerDash’s Popular Questions list to make those Q&A more visible to customers. The result was immediate. 

Once the Q&A was pinned, PipelineDeals did not receive any additional questions on the topic. AnswerDash’s analytics 

made it clear that customers were getting the pinned instant answers without taking any of PipelineDeals’ time. 

AnswerDash provides PipelineDeals with other important insights via its analytics tools. “We like looking at the new Q&A 

that is most helpful, as well as understanding what published questions are getting negative reviews so we can improve 

them,” said Sachs. AnswerDash’s analytics tools create visibility into the questions customers have on the site and exactly 

where they have them—even down to the specific objects on the page that are causing questions or confusion. Armed 

with this information, PipelineDeals can improve their SaaS offering to increase their customers’ satisfaction even more. 


